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Supplemental Methods 
 

Computing relative copy number between tumor and matched-normal 

BamBam calculates tumor vs. matched-normal relative copy number using a dynamic windowing 

approach that expands and contracts the window’s genomic width according to the read coverage in either 

the tumor or normal sequencing datasets. The process is initialized with a window of zero width. Each 

read that exceeds certain quality thresholds (e.g. read mapping quality) from both the tumor and matched 

normal sequence data will be tallied into tumor counts, Ntumor, and normal counts, Nnormal, respectively. 

The start and stop positions of the first read defines the initial window’s width, and as more reads are 

collected, the window’s width expands to contain the minimum start and maximum stop positions of all 

reads processed.  

 

A relative copy number calculation is made when the following condition is met: the read counts from 

either tumor or matched normal datasets exceed both a user-defined upper and a lower threshold that is 

fixed at 100 reads. When this occurs, the window’s size and location, the raw read counts Ntumor, Nnormal, 
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and the relative copy number calculation Ntumor / Nnormal, are recorded. All values are then reset for the next 

collection and computation. By tailoring the size of the Nnormal window according to the local read 

coverage, this method produces large windows in regions of low coverage to improve signal-to-noise 

ratio, while regions that are highly amplified will produce smaller windows, increasing the resolution of 

amplicon boundaries. 

 

Supplemental tables 1 and 2 include the copy number and rearrangement calls for the whole exome and 

whole genome sequencing data, respectively. For the copy number calls, only somatic regions that are at 

least 5-fold higher copy number relative to their matched normal are listed. For the rearrangements, 

breakpoints that pass the following criteria are included: mapping quality >= 30, split read score = “NA” 

or > 50, read support > 6, breakpoint called somatic. Split read score is explained below in the section 

“Refinement of structural variation using split-reads.” 

 

Estimating majority and minority allele fraction 

Allele fraction can be useful in identifying genomic regions that exhibit loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) 

and, more importantly, copy-neutral loss-of-heterozygosity (CNLOH), which cannot be identified using 

relative copy number alone. We compute tumor allele fraction at all genomic positions that are potentially 

heterozygous in the matched normal tissue. A position is “potentially” heterozygous if the majority allele, 

i.e. the allele that has the highest read support of any allele at the position, represents from 50-60% of the 

total number of reads mapped to that position. Majority and minority allele fraction in the tumor is then 

computed by: 

 

 
where  and  are the read counts for the majority and minority alleles in the tumor sample, 

respectively. These majority and minority allele read counts are aggregated in a similar dynamic 

windowing approached as described above.   

 

Combining the estimates of majority allele fraction with relative copy number of the same region in the 

genome can be used to infer if the region is in an LOH or CNLOH state. In addition, these regions can be 

used to approximate the level of normal contamination, , in the tumor sample. For LOH regions, 

, while for CNLOH regions, .  
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Since all three GBM tumors analyzed here exhibit chr10 LOH, the average  of chr10 was used to 

estimate normal contamination for each sample. 

 

Computing copy number from relative coverage and normal contamination estimates 

Copy number for a region that is diploid in the matched-normal tissue can be estimated with the following 

equation: 

      

where  is the normalized relative coverage measured between the tumor and normal sequencing datasets, 

 is a scale factor described below, and  is the estimated normal contamination. The relative coverage 

estimates are normalized by the average relative coverage of known diploid chromosomes, such that  

will be approximately 1.0 for all diploid regions in the tumor genome.  

 

The scale factor  is used to correct relative coverage estimates such that the output of the above equation 

better approximates copy number. It is estimated using regions of known copy number with the equation 

below: 

      

The LOH of chr10 was used to estimate  for the three GBM tumors studied here, where  = 1 

and  was set to the average relative coverage of chr10 measured on each tumor and matched-

normal pair by BamBam. 

 

Inferring regions of structural variation using paired-end clustering 

Putative intra- and inter-chromosomal rearrangements are discovered by BamBam using discordant 

paired reads stored in a pair of coordinate-sorted BAM files, one from the tumor sample and the other 

from the matched normal sample, where each read in the discordant pair map to disparate regions of the 

reference sequence. Intra-chromosomal discordant pairs are those that have an abnormally large insert 

size (i.e. the genomic distance on the reference separating the paired reads exceeds a user-defined 

threshold based on the sequencing library insert size) or those that map in an incorrect orientation (i.e. 

inversion). Inter-chromosomal discordant pairs are defined by paired reads that map to different 

chromosomes.  

 

All discordant paired-end reads from both tumor and normal datasets are clustered according to their 

genomic locations to define an approximate genomic region where the breakpoint is believed to be. The 

aggregation process consists of grouping together the reads that overlap other reads on both sides of the 
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putative breakpoint and have the identical orientation, while keeping track of the number of reads that 

came from tumor and normal datasets. When the number of overlapping discordant pairs in a cluster 

exceeds a user-defined threshold, the breakpoint that describes the rearrangement is defined and recorded 

in the output.  

 

Breakpoints are classified as “somatic” if they are significantly supported by reads from the tumor 

dataset. A minimal amount of read support for “somatic” breakpoints from the matched normal dataset is 

allowed to accommodate cases where some level of tumor DNA is present in the matched normal sample. 

This may occur when highly amplified regions present in a solid tumor’s DNA are shed off into the 

bloodstream at low, but detectable levels. Alternatively, in the case of hematological cancers, it is 

expected that there will be a high level of tumor introgression in the matched normal sample (typically 

skin). The amount of support for somatic breakpoints allowed in the matched normal dataset can be 

adjusted according to the amount of tumor “contamination” expected in the matched normal sample.  

 

“Germline” breakpoints are those that have significant support in both tumor and matched normal datasets 

or only have support in the matched normal dataset. These breakpoints are not considered in this analysis, 

as they are not pertinent to the problem at hand. Furthermore, many of these breakpoints are likely to be 

spurious, caused by artifacts induced by the sequencing instrument, sample preparation (such as whole-

genome amplification), or a systematic bias in the short-read mapping algorithm employed. 

 

Refinement of structural variation using split-reads 

The breakpoints discovered from paired-end clustering are approximate, in that they use fully-mapped 

reads that, by their nature, do not substantially overlap the actual junction of the breakpoint, since it 

represents sequence not present in the reference (or the matched normal dataset, in the case of a somatic 

rearrangement). The location of the breakpoint is refined using any available split reads anchored near the 

breakpoints. 

 

The regions surrounding each breakpoint are searched for all unaligned reads anchored near the putative 

breakpoint by a mapped mate. Each of these unmapped reads has the potential to be a “split read” that 

directly overlaps the rearrangement’s breakpoint junction. Localized genomic sequences surrounding both 

sides of the breakpoint are broken up into a set of unique tiles (currently tile size = 16bp), and a tile 

database of the tile sequences and their location in the reference genome is built. A similar tile database is 

constructed for each unaligned read, by breaking up the read into tiles of the same size and noting their 

location within the read. Comparing the reference tile database and the unaligned tile database, the 
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genomic location of each unaligned tile in the reference is determined. “Dual-spanning sets” of these 

locations are computed by determining the maximal set of tiles that are contiguous in both the reference 

and unaligned reads, one for each side of the breakpoint.  

 

The minimum and maximum genomic locations of the dual-spanning sets in reference coordinates 

precisely determine the breakpoint location, as well as the orientation (or strandedness) of both sides of 

the junction. With the information describing the left and a right boundaries of the breakpoint, the 

rearranged sequence is fully defined, i.e. the left side is defined by (chromosome = chr1, location = 

1000bp, strand = forward) and the right side is defined by (chromosome = chr5, location = 500,000bp, 

strand = reverse). The sequence homology of the breakpoint (i.e. a short sequence, such as “CA,” 

observed to be identical on both boundaries of the breakpoint, but is observed only once in the aligned 

read at the junction of the two sequences) is also determined from these dual-spanning sets.  

 

Insertion of novel sequence at the junction of the dual-spanning sets is allowed, provided that the 

contiguous length of novel sequence is less than the read length – 32bp (two times the tile size). Since this 

method of split read refinement utilizes reads that have at least a 16bp homology to the human genome (in 

the area surrounding the breakpoint), any long insertions of novel sequence will not produce a split read 

solution. To solve such cases of long inserts, a short-read assembly algorithm, such as Velvet (Zerbino et 

al. 2008), would be necessary to assemble partially-mapped and unmapped reads into a large fragment 

that could bridge the left and right breakpoint boundaries.    

 

For each unaligned read, the dual spanning sets determine a potential location of the breakpoint. Since 

each unaligned read may determine slightly different locations for the breakpoint (due to sequence errors 

near the breakpoint, repetitive reference, etc.), all breakpoint locations determined from the dual-spanning 

sets are used to generate possible junction sequences. All unmapped reads are newly aligned to each of 

these possible junction sequences to compute their split read score, i.e. the overall improvement in their 

alignments relative to how well the reads aligned to the original sequences. Smith-Waterman (S-W) 

alignment is utilized to measure how well each read aligns to the junction sequence or the regions 

surrounding either side of the breakpoint, using the following parameters: match = +5, mismatch = -4, 

gap-open = -10, and gap-extend = -8. The difference between the S-W scores of each read to the junction 

sequence and the best alignment to the 2,000bp regions around the left or right side of the breakpoint in 

the reference is computed. The junction’s split read score is the average of S-W differences for all reads, a 

measure of its overall improvement versus the reference genome sequence. The junction sequence that 

yields the greatest improvement in alignment scores is judged as the best candidate for the true 
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rearrangement. If this best junction sequence yields negligible improvement in the alignment scores, then 

this junction sequence is discarded as it is unlikely to represent the true rearrangement. In this case, it may 

also be determined that the lack of split read confirmation is evidence that the initial breakpoint 

discovered by paired-end clustering was spurious.  

 

Determination of the threshold used to call relative coverage peaks 

To find an appropriate threshold to distinguish high amplification peaks from peaks caused by low level 

amplifications and/or noise in the relative coverage estimates, we varied the threshold on relative 

coverage that marks the beginning and end positions of peaks in the relative coverage data of a tumor and 

matched normal exomes. The total number of peaks called across all 264 GBM exomes is recorded for 

each threshold in a range from 0 to 20 (Supp. Figure 3). The threshold of 5-fold was chosen because it 

filters out the vast majority of peak calls while preserving most highly amplified peaks that make up the 

long tail of the distribution shown in Supp. Figure 3.  

 

Software 

The sequencing analysis methods presented here are available from Five3 Genomics, 

www.five3genomics.com, as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering. Researchers at non-profit and 

academic institutions can upload their sequence data and have it analyzed by Five3 Genomics for free. 

These services are currently in Private Beta and thus access is currently limited to a small number of 

researchers. Please contact Steve Benz (steve@five3genomics.com) if you would like to sign up for the 

Private Beta.  
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